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 Excess of arrogance and scandal

 Dearth of flexibility, trust, worldliness 
and diversity of thought

The Superman CEO is dead
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 People who created today's leadership culture,
realize it must change
 Cloning current leaders is outmoded

 Diversity offers opportunity

 Risk of becoming irrelevant and isolated if old ways are continued

 Today's leading edge fringe is the mainstream future
10 years from now

 Increased transparency
 Shareholders (employees, customers, boards of directors incl.)

have unlimited access to information, not all of it accurate or
flattering. Their expectations are changing dramatically.

 Globalization has given way to complexity
 Globalization means entry into new markets and expanding 

supply chains. But we have entered a whole new dynamic...

 Complexity means having to deal with new dynamics within and without

 Within the org

 1. deal across unfamiliar areas and increasingly complicated
functions within your own org

 2. navigate multiple cultures and multiple generations in a global workforce

 Outside of the org - govts, media, customers and other stakeholders

 1. demand more openness

 2. put cos and their leaders under greater scrutiny

Today’s Reality
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Today’s Reality

 Govt. oversight and regulation is growing 
in all regions of the globe
 This will shape future practices and place new 

demands on leaders

 Industry self regulation will grow

 Ability to influence policy virtually anywhere in 
the world, already critical, will become 
increasingly important

 There will be no one-size-fits-all approach 
to dealing with forces driving change
 Leadership models will become increasingly

company-specific

 Leadership Development strategy will need to 
include specific business environment

 Validation of competencies and their alignment 
with long term business goals will become critical 
to developing successful leaders
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& better listeners

where group expertise matters more than

diversity

context

game changer - if harnessed effectively.

trust  non-traditional partners.

outside the traditional employee domain

have the best solutions

 Leaders will need to be more collaborative

 Smart leaders will create great 

teams individual savvy

 Leadership will be more about understanding

 cultures
 generations

 customers

 thought processes

 and motivating each within a culturally specific

 "Wisdom of crowds" has potential to be a

Future leaders need to develop ability to

 Problems can be solved by expert networks

 Others outside the inner corporate circle may

Tomorrow’s Environment
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 Orgs, esp. in NA and Europe, will be 
experimenting with efforts to lead from within 
and the bottom - Leader in every chair.

 Esp. Gen X & Y leaders move in networks, and 
networks challenge traditional corporate 
hierarchy

 In Asia, traditional Confucian, Buddhist, and
Islamic values matter.

 Hence leadership models relying on benign 
authority and clear hierarchy will persist.

 Nevertheless, as global orgs push for a way of 
working that is relevant and effective in all 
regions, pressure will be experienced for org 
change.

 Leadership Development will need to wonder 
about preparing leaders for nimbleness and 
agility, 2 traits that leaders will need in 
growing abundance.

 Many cos are, as a result, already moving away from 
structured succession planning and adopting a
looser, "lets get them ready to cope" philosophy.

Tomorrow’s Environment
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THE OLD   THE NEW

What was thought in 2002 for 2010   What is being thought in 2010 for 2020 &
beyond

Globalization   Complexity

Hyper-competition   Speed of Change

Technology equals speed   Diversity (Fragmentation) 

Expectations of boards & financial markets   Sustainability/CSR

Emphasis on customer relationships   Customer sophistication/Value Proposition

Changing organization structure   Regulation

Employee expectations   Communication transparency

Workforce demographics   Managing polarities/multiple time horizons

Changing expectations of the workforce

Factors having greatest impact 
on LD From 2010 to 2020
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supercharged by vast information flows and demand for speed across new markets and

process and product. We need technology, but more than that we need a culture of

and smaller units. Generalizations don't work. Hence, leaders must learn precision. Most

sledgehammer than scalpel.

SUSTAINABILITY/CSR

customers, employees, govts, activist shareholders and NGOs for sustainable practices and

sustainability-centric approaches deliver on financial bottom-line and on goals related to

1.      From Globalization to COMPLEXITY
 The complexity of the corporate operating environment and decision making is

new geographies - essentially a need for ability to handle ambiguity.

2.      From hyper-competition to SPEED OF CHANGE
 Speed of change is changing. Hence innovation must be constant and it must be about

innovation.

3.      From tech = speed to DIVERSITY (FRAGMENTATION)
 Everything - populations, customers, markets & employees are fragmenting into smaller 

processes within orgs, esp. those engaging a diverse workforce, are clunky: more

4.      From expectations of boards+ financial markets to

 CSR is becoming a key component of doing business. Stakeholder demands from

products are changing the playing field. Hence leaders will need to figure out how to make 

ecological & social accountabilities and reputation.

Coming Chaos: A complex & transparent world
Drivers that will have greatest impact on LD for 2020 and Beyond
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 96% of CEOs believe that sustainability issues should be fully integrated into the 
strategy and operations of a company (up from 72% in 2007).

 93% of CEOs believe that sustainability issues will be critical to the future success 
of their business.

 91% of CEOs report that their company will employ new technologies (e.g., 
renewable energy, energy efficiency, information and communication 
technologies) to address sustainability issues over the next five years.

 88% of CEOs believe that they should be integrating sustainability through their 
supply chain. Only 54% believe that this has been achieved within their company. 
An almost identical performance gap is seen for subsidiaries.

 86% of CEOs see “accurate valuation by investors of sustainability in long term 
investments” as important to reaching a tipping point in sustainability.

 72% of CEOs cite “brand, trust and reputation” as one of the top three factors
driving them to take action on sustainability issues. Revenue growth and cost
reduction is second with 44%.

 72% of CEOs see education as the global development issue most critical to 
address for the future success of their business. Climate change is second with

66%.

 58% of CEOs identify consumers as the most important stakeholder group that
will impact the way they manage societal expectations. Employees were second
with 45%.

 49% of CEOs cite complexity of implementation across functions as the most 
significant barrier to implementing an integrated, company-wide approach to 
sustainability. Competing strategic priorities is second with 48%.

A New Era of Sustainability
CEO reflections on progress to date, challenges ahead & the 

impact of the journey toward a sustainable economy

Jan 2014
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5. From emphasis on Customer relationships to CUSTOMER 
SOPHISTICATION/VALUE PROPOSITION
 Competition, customers access to information and commoditization of 

products and services is is growing.

 Value proposition presented to customer will need to be constantly

upgraded.

 Complexity will require cos to develop multiple value propositions to 
differentiate between the customers and the end users.

6. From workforce demographics to MANAGING 
POLARITIES/MULTIPLE TIME HORIZONS
 Notion that issues (and answers) are black or white is an anachronism.

Stakeholders will present competing, credible, and sometimes opposite 
points of view about growth strategies and time horizons. Reconciling those
polarities while preserving essential relationships and structures will be a
challenge.

 Managing polarities will become increasingly crucial: continuity verses 
change; team verses individual; being global but acting local; continuous 
improvement versus fundamental innovation. Do you change the culture 
and potentially risk losing what you do well now?

Coming Chaos: A complex & transparent world
Drivers that will affect Leadership Development for 2020

and Beyond
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7.     From employee expectations to
COMMUNICATION/TRANSPARENCY

7.          Leadership has become 24/7/365.

8. Social media requiring quasi-instant responses means 
communication patterns and skills will be critical to a leaders’ 
effectiveness. For communication - listening and speaking will
both be important. And the quality of both content and style will
need to improve.

9. Restoration of trust will require open processes. Consistent,
non-crisis communication with partners, stakeholders, and 
collaborators will be essential.

8.     From changing org structure to REGULATION
7. Beyond government regulation, there will be more oversight and 

more scrutiny by NGOs and other stakeholders. Even trade and 
industry organizations will likely require more uniform
standards of practice, reporting, and self-policing.

8. Leaders will have to deal more with the levers of governance and 
become more comfortable with oversight from outside, including 
specific country regulations. The costs of non-compliance,
especially for corporate and personal reputation, will be high.

9.     CHANGING EXPECTATIONS of WORKFORCE
7. Many will be looking for “meaningful” work, not just a paycheck, and 

leaders must keep them engaged with vision and clarity of purpose.
Newer generations work with people, not for people, so structures and 
corporate hierarchies will be challenged.

Coming Chaos: A complex & transparent world
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able to inspire and build trust. China, India, and Latin America, as well as the Islamic world,

and then be willing to step backward to go forward.

creativity of an organization.

knowledgeable about functions and issues important to the organization, business and social

the corridors where knowledge is created, and then to forge links within the organization so

 Build trust
 In an open-source, network-based environment, success will depend on being ethical and

have a great tradition of running large companies effectively based on personal trust.

 Reflect
 21st century leaders will be required to be thoughtful about figuring out what really matters

 Influence
 It’s not about command and control, but about setting subtle direction that will unlock the

 Be a T Shaped Thinker
 T-shaped leaders will have deep subject expertise in one or more areas and also be

environment. Single-subject expertise will be less relevant.

 Facilitate the possible
 21st century leaders will need to connect the dots within their own organizations, to know 

the knowledge spreads.

Leadership Skills for 2020
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under pressing time constraints.

Leaders and organizations that stay siloed are doomed.

true skill is creating knowledge from information. 21st century leaders must be able to

function, will need to create a culture that rewards innovation and allows failure. The

efficiency over innovation and risk taking.

horizons, leave the familiar, and take the risks that lead to new ideas.

 Be comfortable with ambiguity
 Leaders must be willing to make and drive decisions with limited or unreliable information

 Build and manage networks
 Leaders must be comfortable with multiple relationships outside traditional comfort zones.

 Mine, synthesize and distribute info to tell a compelling story
 Information alone is not knowledge. But knowledge that is not communicated is wasted. The

communicate a visionary story that inspires and engages the workforce.

 Inspire innovation and creativity/open source thinking
 Innovation is not just about technology or product development. Leaders, regardless of 

challenge is to develop such leaders when, unfortunately, most companies today value

 Go where there be dragons
 Have fears? Afraid of the unknown? Then go there. Leaders will need to stretch their

Leadership Skills for 2020
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responsibility and accountability. One leadership challenge: How do you divide

understanding of their own and others’ limitations.

learning from failure. Without failure there can be no innovation.

Most revolutions happen with networks of people coming together, yet most

 Embrace the motto "we did it ourselves"
 Let people be creative, help find solutions, and contribute. Give them

the rewards pie to incent creative behaviors and allow failures?

 Know thyself
 Leaders will need empathy and social and emotional intelligence and an

 Model adaptability
 Do the things you hope to see in others.

 Design for failure
 Fail fast, fail often, and fail early, but don’t fail to say it’s OK to fail. Be ruthless in

 Harness the energy
 Capture the energy of natural systems and of the organization and feed it back.

companies ignore the energy crowds can create.

Leadership Skills for 2020
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Leadership Skills for 2020 –
Focus Asia

 How best to accelerate Leadership Development in
Asia
 Paradox #1: To achieve success, learn from failure

 Paradox #2: To develop greatness, practice humility

 Paradox #3: To foster learning, emphasize doing

 Paradox #4: To accelerate development, slow down

 Paradox #5: To excel at the task, harness relationships

 Joint HCLI& CCL research
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number of people 60 years of age and over will grow to more than 1,100 million, an increase

that the global financial crisis that began in the late 2000s and has caused many experienced

imbalances, causing a series of crises.

people, more workers, more leaders.

not just focused on the young.

lead. The logjam at the top may delay their ascent.

 Older Leaders, especially in developed world
 By 2025 the global population will climb to 8.2 billion— double what it was in 1975. But the

of 224 percent since 1975, with three-quarters of them living in the developed world. Add to 

leaders to postpone retirement, some by 10 years or more.

 Ramifications of demographic realities of a bigger and older population
 Leaders will have to deal with more people.
 Leaders will be in a world under increasing stress from climate change and demographic

 Leadership development professionals will have to deal with increased demand: for more

 Leadership development money will be equally spent on people in mid- and late-career, &

 General conflict may arise in cases where younger leaders will be leading older populations.
 Leaders will need to come from different geographies.
 Leadership programs for high potentials now may not be relevant when they are ready to

Changing Landscape: The New Reality for

Leadership and Leadership Development
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clear that more future leaders will have to come from developing economies. Asians,

always sent expats to manage businesses internationally? This is not just a “west to east”

insular fashion within protected economies, are having similar issues finding leaders who

based experts leave or retire and are replaced with hires internationally. Traditionally, new

Europe.

in the US, that people whose experience is mainly outside of the HQ country are less

developing leaders from different countries with meaningful opportunities to learn and

 Leaders will need to come from different geographies
 For many cos, growth is going global. Couple that with global demographics and it becomes

especially, will need to occupy more leadership positions in multinational companies.
 One of the other challenges will be How do you develop these leaders locally when you have

situation.
 Emerging multinational companies based in India and China, which long operated in an

function well across cultures.

 Transfer of knowledge from experts is challenging
 Complicating the challenge, knowledge transfer is more complex when U.S.- or European-

hires learn at the mentor’s knee, but now that knee needs to be in China, not America or

 Ignorance and unconscious bias
 Unconscious bias compounds the problems. There is often a misguided mindset, especially 

qualified to deal with complexity. Such ignorance can be a major obstacle to providing 

reach their potential.

Changing Landscape: The New Reality for

Leadership and Leadership Development
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 Asia is Different and will need different treatment
 LD is far more complicated in Asia than other geographies

 Accelerated growth has put tremendous demand for accelerated LD programs across Asia — sometimes cutting what would be a
normal three- to five-year development track down to one to three years — and even that abridged fast track is seen by corporate
headquarters as too long.

 Cos that have found success in the fast development of potential leaders end up being a “net exporter” of rising talent, often to 
competitors. Growth projections and plans are, in essence, disconnected from the reality of the talent pipeline.

 Growth pressure forces cos to get the potential out of people right away, sometimes pushing them beyond their limits or 
competency.

 Trying to create an Edenic work environment is seen by many HR professionals as futile. Pouring vast resources into a retention 
strategy is seen as too exhausting for its minimal return on investment. In a hot labor market, good people, who may be years 
away from reaching their full leadership potential, revolve out the door regardless of retention efforts.

 “Open source” leadership development is the pragmatic reality for many companies.

 You train people, they leave, you keep connected, and then hopefully some come back, having gone through further leadership 
development elsewhere.

 Or, like your competitors, you buy the labor of trained or partially trained high potentials on the open (and sometimes very
inflated) market and try and merge the basic leadership training given elsewhere with specific company cultural traits and
competencies.

 “Asian strategy” needs to give way to a “China strategy” or a “Singapore strategy.”

 For multinationals based outside of Asia, there can be a fundamental lack of understanding in HQ about the complexities and 
subtleties of individual country markets, demographics, and cultures. Only recently has there been a growth in sensitivity to 
specific country cultures and their nuances. Companies are beginning to understand that what may work in a country like 
Vietnam, where the average local managing director may be in his/her early 30s, loses relevance in Malaysia, where a person in 
the same position will likely be over 40.

Changing Landscape: The New Reality for

Leadership and Leadership Development
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 Asia is Different and will need different treatment (contd.)
 Proficiency in the English language is a major issue, especially in China.

 Rotational or International Assignments difficult.

 For a high po to keep moving forward, an international assignment is critical, but impossible without foreign language 
proficiency. Intra- Asian assignments, such as placing a Chinese manager in Vietnam, are also difficult to fill. Even in-
country rotational assignments are a challenge, according to many companies. People just do not want to move from 
Beijing to Shanghai or vice versa. Standard big company practices for expatriation and rotational assignments may not 
address these issues.

 Remuneration strategy in Asia is an area requiring much more attention.

 Cos have gone too far in centralizing their LD programs

 This has given them far too much of a western orientation instead of developing them with input on the local level.

 What often works is importing a model at the principle level and then localizing it to fit the country culture.

 "Significantly, even though the organizations selected for this study were widely recognized as best-in-class in terms 
of talent development, all of them cited having the right talent as their biggest challenge," said Dr Roland Smith, 
Director of Global Institute for Talent Sustainability at the CCL

Changing Landscape: The New Reality for

Leadership and Leadership Development
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 Inverted Leadership and Self-Directed Teams (Esp. for Tech. & Sciences, incl. Pharma)
 In the traditional model, tasks such as communicating changing information, sharing and teaching best practices, and 

imparting new skills and behaviors have traditionally come from the top. In the inverted model, these are shared on a peer-to-
peer basis. Organizations don’t have to depend on the CEO and senior leadership to lead change from the top; there is a whole 
new pool of empowered talent that can champion initiatives and foster innovation from the bottom up. This means harnessing 
knowledge and developing innovative ideas from workers on the frontlines—the ones who probably know the customer best 
and are able to anticipate future user demands. In essence, leaders and middle managers are not directing employees, but 
facilitating people with ideas and allowing those ideas to bubble up from the bottom to the top.

 The challenge for future leaders will be their ability to accept that good ideas can come from non-traditional areas, both inside 
and outside the company.

 Of course, the inverted leadership idea is not suited for all industries or cultures. The companies that spoke most fervently 
about it during various Council meetings were concentrated in technology and sciences, including pharmaceuticals, where a 
premium is placed on developing a culture of innovation.

 The multi-generational workforce
 Today, much is being made of multiple generations working together and differences in attitudes and learning styles. But

what happens when you age the players by a decade, taking today’s scenario to the year 2020?

 • Traditionalists are gone

 • Boomers are fewer than ever before; however, there are more than there would be if the global financial crisis had not occurred

 • Gen X are in their 50s and 60s

 • Gen Y are in their 30s and 40s

 • Gen Z are in their 20s4

 The reality is that time will resolve many of the thorniest generational disparity issues in today’s workplace. There is more

congruity between Gen X and Y and Z than there was between traditionalists and boomers and boomers and Gen Xers.

 In a decade, Gen X and some Gen Y will be senior leaders in every major company and in the public sector.

 One needs to note that the shape and structure of organizations will be different, mostly because of technology and the disdain

of newer generations for hierarchical structures.

Changing Landscape: The New Reality for

Leadership and Leadership Development
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strategy and business objectives is like trying to read tea leaves. When the business model or the CEO changes, all

from their employers can improve their appraisal scores by no more than +2 in one competency, or +1 in two

development, as tomorrow’s leaders begin taking non-traditional paths to the top.

can somehow grow on their own.

management.

operating in?

beyond?

emerging markets, has strained its effectiveness and threatens the long-term success of its programs.

 LD is not easy to do
 We should learn to accept that preparing a leader aligned with an organization’s future (and often unknown)

established leadership paradigms—even the definition of high potential— are called into question.

 In Egon Zehnder’s experience, high-potential executives who receive intensive coaching and development support

competencies, in one year. And no one can repeat this kind of improvement year after year.

 Innovation in LD
 Org leaders agreed that a culture of innovation must extend beyond product development to people, process, and

 An organization must have a structure to support ambitious leadership programs.
 Too often, after initial training, high potentials are left to their own devices within a firm, with the hope that they

 The demand and complexity of LD will increase
 Leadership development is now global. Scaling programs is impossible without full commitment from top

 We will have tough questions to deal with and priorities to manage while being sensitive to the geography we are

 Can a centralized talent management/leadership development function work in the complex environment of 2020 and

 How do you drive the enterprise need for leadership development while serving business units in distance locations?

 How do you amass the resources to do all this at once?

 Prioritization of essential programs helps, but overall demand on the leadership development function, especially in

What all of this means for Our Clients - HR,
L&D, OD and Business Leaders & Accelerance
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Effectively marketing LD programs means presenting the big picture: connecting the dots to

accountable. LD is time intensive and requires the commitment of senior leaders. Consistent

through uncharted waters. This responsibility cannot be delegated.

are still being held to and rewarded by a top-down set of metrics.

centralized HR function. Now the responsibility is being pushed back to the same managers —

managers roll their eyes. How do you address the cynicism? Leaders who can articulate the story help

development processes is getting people to see what the positives are for them.

program. Measure it, reward it, and ensure that everyone knows why it is important.

 LD moves to C-Suite
 Too often LD comes off sounding like the HR flavor of the month, especially within lower ranks.

strategic growth and bottom-line issues rather than delivering it piecemeal.
 The C-suite should understand that LD is not an event; it is a commitment, and the C-suite is 

commitment of time and focus will create a cadre of strong leaders to carry the organization

 Getting middle managers on board will be important
 Middle Managers are being squeezed as many cultures transition.
 In some cases, they are being told from top to make sure ideas rise up from the bottom, but they

 At first, companies took development responsibility away from middle managers and made it a

often without the tools or training to be effective.
 - The cynicism of Middle managers

 Roll out a new set of leadership competencies or development plans, and employees and middle 

their employees to understand the journey. The challenge when changing management and leadership

 Engaging people is a leadership task — at all levels.
 Engagement does not just happen; it needs leadership attention and a strong communications

Jan 2014
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from outside organizations.

outside organizations.

development.

ambiguity and alliances, with diversity of thought and ideas, is critical.

leadership paradigm.

mitigating it opens up a whole new series of challenges for the organization.

need to play a much bigger part in raising self-awareness and developing the required leadership profile.

who lack key skills in team working, sensitivity to others, and ability to work effectively within a global community.

 New ways to work and learn
 - Teams will be cross-functional, cross-organizational, cross-generational, global, and may even include members

 Teams will be cross-functional, cross-organizational, cross-generational, global, and may even include members from

 - Development is a life-long process
 Leaders need a portfolio of experiences to run businesses. While formal training is important, movement is critical to

 - Developing Top down and bottom up
 It is important to train those being managed on what to expect from their managers.

 - Companies will have fuzzy boundaries
 Clients, partners, resellers, distributors, and even the public will factor into valuations. Making leaders comfortable with

 - Companies will become communities
 Cos will seem like communities both internally and externally rather than strict hierarchical structures. This changes the

 - Key talent may not be full employees of the organization.
 They could be contractors, consultants, or be employed by a customer or service provider. Assessing this risk and

 - Traditional leadership development programs may not deliver the goods
 This will be particularly true in emerging markets. Coaching, mentoring, and experiential learning techniques probably

 - Dissatisfaction with workforce readiness of new recruits
 This is perhaps most marked in emerging markets where the educational system produces bright, energetic graduates

However, there is also concern about the educational system in developed economies, too
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 Old mindset that managing performance is different from developing talent

 Being effective at drafting development goals

 Leadership development and talent management professionals assume that managers know how to draft development 
goals. The reality is that often they don’t, and they require more assistance and training to be effective. The paradox: the 
managers themselves say they feel they are doing more of it than they actually are.

 Old mindset is that leadership development and staff development are separate responsibilities from day - to -day 
running of business.

 Managers are under pressure from the business end. Many believe they know how to develop talent but can’t carve out

the time. They see the situation as, “I have work to do, and then I have to manage people. Get this talent stuff over so I can

get back to my job.”

 Challenge of developing technical leaders within a company

 Developing leaders at all levels is a philosophy gaining traction in many companies, but the real challenge comes on 
the scientific side: engineers, research staff, and scientists. How do you engage the “techies” to develop a leadership 
program for themselves, especially when many believe that being a business leader is tantamount to going over to 
the dark side?

 Understand that being a strong tech person does not automatically endow a person with management potential. Some 
companies have separately defined technical career ladders for those who might opt out of traditional management 
tracks.

 Be flexible and creative in reporting relationships. One tech company, whose workforce is overwhelmingly technical, 
allows engineers to report to managers who are at a lower grade on the organizational chart.

 Knowledge and intellectual capital transfer

 the complexity of cross-generational knowledge transfer makes the preservation of institutional skills and memory a 
challenge

 few cos have a formal knowledge transfer structure in place
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